
5
ATMOSPHERES

2 TYPES OF
BONUSES

Cubolor is a puzzle game where you have to color every tile of

the level with your cube's faces to complete it. "Easy", you might

want to say, but this is more complex than it seems, as you can

not mix colors. So if you jump on a tile that has a different color

than the cube's face, you'll face the consequences of your

choice. 

In order to complete the challenges you'll face in Cubolor, you

will need to avoid the traps, dodge the pitfalls created by the

fragile tiles and wrap your head around the tricky jump pads to

find the right path and complete the levels.

100 
LEVELS

The player can choose to skip

some levels if he is stuck on

one of them.

We made a real effort on

creating appealing atmospheres

for levels.

REWINDS allow the player to

cancel their last action and

BRUSHES can change the color

of any tile, including uncolored

ones.

A B O U T  T H E  G A M E

Solve puzzles

Discover original mechanics

Cross beautiful levels

Earn Toccoins to spend in the shop

Get trophies by completing achievements in levels

Pass daily and weekly challenges for even more rewards

Use your bonuses to ease up puzzle solving



INFO

Developer:

ToccGames

Based in Herblay, west of Paris, France

 

Release date:

March 22, 2021

 

Price:

Freemium (Contains ads and in-app purchases)

 

Contact:

info@toccgames.com

https://toccgames.com

TEAM

Cyril Lesourd

Designer, Programmer, Localization

 

Cédric Lesourd

Designer, 3D Artiste

 

Music made on Ecrettmusic

 

Trailer made by the team

We started our journey in January 2020, just before

the Covid Pandemic story. After months of training,

we decided to start our first commercial game and

targets the mobile market.

We always search for original mechanics which are

not over-presented in the existing games on the

market.

Our long-term plan is to grow to be able to deliver

more games that players can try and enjoy.

What i s  ToccGames

F R E N C H
I N D I E  G A M E

S T U D I O


